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QUESTION 1

You are implementing Dynamics 365 Business Central for a company. 

The company often invoices multiple shipments on one invoice. 

You need to train the accounting staff how to process these sales invoices. 

In which two ways should you train the staff to create invoices? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Use the Combine Shipments batch job to automatically create and post sales invoices and credit memos. 

B. Create a new invoice for the Bill-to-Customer. Use the Get Shipment Lines action to select all the shipments from
different sales orders and Sell-to-Customers. 

C. Use the Combine Shipments batch job to automatically create sales invoices and delete completed sales orders. 

D. Create a new invoice for the Sell-to Customer. Use the Get Shipment Lines action to select all the shipments from
different sales orders, in the same currency. 

E. Use the Combine Shipments batch job to automatically create, post, and print sales invoices. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/dynamics365/business-central/sales-how-to-combine-shipments-on-a-
single-invoice 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is implementing Dynamics 365 Business Central. 

The company needs to post monthly general journal batches for purchase expenses incurred throughout the month. The
posted entries must have unique incremental document numbers. The numbers must increment by one and be 

sequential. 

You need to configure the system to meet the requirements. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Create a Template Batch with Posting No. Series. 

B. Create the No. Series. 

C. Configure a General Journal with Purchase Reason Code. 

D. Configure a General Journal Template with Purchase Type. 

E. Create a Template Batch with No. Series. 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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QUESTION 3

You are a functional consultant configuring items in Dynamics 365 Business Central. 

You are configuring multiple units of measure for an item that has a base unit of measure of PCS and an additional unit
of measure of BOX. One BOX holds 20 PCS of an item. 

You need to define the relationship between the units of measure. 

Which value should you populate on the Item Units of Measure page for the item? 

A. For the BOX unit of measure, set the Qty. per Unit of Measure to 0.05. 

B. For the BOX unit of measure, set the Qty. per Unit of Measure to 20. 

C. For the PCS unit of measure, set the Qty. per Unit of Measure to 0.05. 

D. For the PCS unit of measure, set the Qty. per Unit of Measure to 20. 

Correct Answer: B 

In the Qty. per Unit of Measure field, enter how many units of the base unit of measure the new unit of measure
contains. 

One box contains 20 PCS. 

Incorrect: 

Note PCS unit of measure (which is the base unit) 

In the Base Unit of Measure field at the bottom of the window, you can view or change the item\\'s base unit of measure.
You can also change the base unit of measure in the Base Unit of Measure field on the item card. In the Item Units of
Measure page, the base unit of measure must have the value 1 in the Qty. per Unit of Measure field. Reference:
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/business-central/inventory-how-setup-units-of-measure 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

A company adds a user to Microsoft 365. 

Existing user groups do not have the required permission sets for newly added users. 

You need to assign a Dynamics 365 Business Central user group and permissions to the user and the company. 

Which five actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the correct orders you select. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Step 1: Select Get New Users from Microsoft 365/ Update Users from Microsoft 365 

After you add users or change user information in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center, you can quickly import the user
information to Business Central. 

Sign in to Business Central using an administrator account. 
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Choose the Lightbulb that opens the Tell Me feature. icon, enter Users, and then choose the related link. 

Choose Update Users from Microsoft 365. 

Step 2: Create a user group. 

When you create users in Business Central you can assign specific permissions to them through permission sets and
organize users in user groups. User groups make it easier to manage permissions for multiple users at the same time. 

Step 3: Select the user from the user list. 

Step 4: Assign the user group to the user. 

In Business Central you can add users to user groups. This makes it easier to assign the same permission sets to
multiple users. 

Step 5: Assign the company to the user. 

We add the user to the Company role. 

Note: After you create users, you must assign security roles for them to use. In the Manage User Roles dialog box,
select the security role or roles you want for the user or users, and then choose OK. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/business-central/ui-how-users-permissions 

https://business-central.to-increase.com/md/en-US/ui-how-users-permissions 

 

QUESTION 5

You are implementing Dynamics 365 Business Central. 

You use infinite items such as water, electricity, and natural gas. 

You need to set up the items. 

Which item type should you use for infinite items? 

A. Resource 

B. Inventory 

C. Service 

D. Non-Inventory 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://dynamicsuser.net/nav/b/peik/posts/using-infinite-components-in-a-dynamics-365-bc-production 

 

QUESTION 6
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HOTSPOT 

A company uses Dynamics 365 Business Central. 

The company plans to implement a cash receipt journal batch based on the following requirements: 

1. 

The cash receipt journal batch must use a bank account by default. 

2. 

The cash receipt customer payments must be archived automatically in the posted journals. 

The company uses the accrual basis for accounting. 

You need to configure the cash receipt journal batch. 

Which options should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: G/L Account under Bal. Account Type 

The cash receipt journal batch must use a bank account by default. 

To fill and post a cash receipt journal (See step 10 below) 

A cash receipt journal is a type of general journal. You can use it to post transactions to general ledger, bank, customer,
vendor, and fixed assets accounts. You can apply the payment to one or more debit entries when you post the
payment. 

You can also apply from the posted entries later. 

1. 

Choose the Search icon, enter Cash Receipt Journal, and then choose the related link. 

2. 

Choose the Edit Journal action. 

3. 

Select the relevant batch in the Batch Name field. 

4. 
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Fill in the Posting Date field. 

5. 

In the Document Type field, select Payment. The Document No. field is filled by the number series assigned to the
batch. 

6. 

Use the External Document No. field to store an identifier, such as the customer\\'s check number. 

7. 

In the Account Type field, select Customer. 

8. 

In the Account No. field, select the relevant G/L account. 

9. 

If you want to post the application at the same time as you post the journal, do one of the following. 

10.In the Balancing Account Type field, select G/L Account for cash payments, and Bank Account for other payments. 

11.In the Balancing Account No. field, select the cash account for cash payments, or the relevant bank account for other
payments. 

12.Post the journal. 

Box 2: Copy to Posted Jnl. Lines 

The cash receipt customer payments must be archived automatically in the posted journals. 

Copy to Posted Journal lines You can choose to Copy to Posted Jnl. Lines in General Journal Templates to enable
copying of journals to Posted General Journals. Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/business-
central/localfunctionality/belgium/how-to-create-payment-journal-templates-and-batches 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365-release-plan/2020wave2/smb/dynamics365-business-central/use-copy-
journal-function-general-journals-gl-registers-when-reversing-entries 

 

QUESTION 7

HOTSPOT 

A company uses Dynamics 365 Business Central. You are recording incoming payments from customers. 

You must record a payment of $500 for customer 2030 with a posting date of November 16, 2022. The payment must
be recorded against bank account No. 1010 with general ledger (G/L) account No. 10100. 

You need to populate the cash receipt journal batch in Business Central to properly record the incoming payment to a
bank account. 

Which value should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area, 
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NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Customer 

In the Account Type field, enter Customer. 

You must record a payment of $500 for customer 2030 with a posting date of November 16, 2022. The payment must
be recorded against bank account No. 1010 with general ledger (G/L) account No. 10100. 

Box 2: 1010 

Box 3: -$500 

Box 4: Bank Account 

In the Bal. Account Type field, enter Bank Account. 

Box 5: 2030 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/enter-payments-dynamics-365-business-central/2-apply 
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QUESTION 8

DRAG DROP 

You are performing actions on posted sales invoices. 

You need to correct any identified errors. 

Which actions should you perform? To answer, drag the action buttons to the correct requirements. Each action button
may be used once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/dynamics365/business-central/sales-how-correct-cancel-sales-invoice 

 

QUESTION 9

You are implementing Dynamics 365 Business Central Online. 

You receive a comprehensive price list from the customer. The customer wants you to set up the best price feature for
sales by using the standard discount and pricing functionality in Business Central. 

You need to set up this feature. 

Which three components are part of the best price calculation feature? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Unit cost on items 

B. Sales Line Discounts 

C. Discount Groups 

D. Special Prices 

E. Unit prices on items 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/dynamics365/business-central/sales-how-record-sales-price-discount-
payment-agreements 

 

QUESTION 10

A company has been using Dynamics 365 Business Central for many years. 

A new accounting manager for the company reviews the chart of accounts. The manager wants to remove some
general ledger accounts. 

The Check G/L Account Usage field is selected in the General Ledger Setup. 

You need to assist with the account deletions. 

What is one requirement that enables deletion of a general ledger account? 

A. The account cannot be used in any posting groups or posting setup 

B. The fiscal year needs to be closed 

C. The general ledger account must be of the type Balance Sheet 

D. The general ledger account is configured to allow for deletion 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/dynamics365/business-central/finance-setup-chart-accounts 

 

QUESTION 11

DRAG DROP 

You are implementing Dynamics 365 Business Central. 

The accounting manager for the company provides you with a chart of accounts. 

You need to set up the general ledger accounts correctly. 

Which setups should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate setups to the correct requirements. Each setup may be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 12

HOTSPOT 

A company uses Dynamics 365 Business Central to manage accounts payables. The company uses exact cost
reversing when returning products to vendors. 

Returns use current costs at the time of the return. Exact cost reversing must be enforced manually for current orders
and automatically applied to all future orders. 

You need to configure the system. 

Which configuration options should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 
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NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://community.dynamics.com/business/b/navvlogbypittis/posts/exact-cost-reversing-mandatory-
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explained-in-dynamics-365-business-central 

 

QUESTION 13

DRAG DROP 

You need to configure a new journal template. 

What should you do? To answer, drag the appropriate fields to the correct requirements. Each field may be used once,
more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/general-journal-templates-dynamics-365-business-
central/1-templates 
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QUESTION 14

You are implementing Dynamics 365 Business Central for a customer. 

The customer wants to manually add many similar items. 

You need to help the customer create copies of existing items. 

Which three actions must be performed? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. On the Set up Customer/Vendor/Item Templates page, create a new item template 

B. Open an existing item, and then click the Save as Template action on the item card 

C. On the Set Up Customer/Vendor/Item Templates page, edit the information in the newly created item template 

D. On the Configuration Templates page, create a new template for item table 

E. Create a new item, and then select the new template name to copy the information to the item 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Reference: https://usedynamics.com/business-central/product-dev/item-templates/ 

 

QUESTION 15

HOTSPOT 

You need to resolve the reconciliation issues. 

How should you complete the setup? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer:  
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